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ChatGPT provides original, human-like responses to user prompts based
on supervised and reinforcement machine learning techniques. It has
become the poster child of generative AI, which is widely diagnosed to
disrupt many realms of life — including science communication. This essay
reflects on this development. It discusses opportunities for the practice of
science communication, such as generative AI’s translational and
multimodal capacities and its capacity to provide dialogical science
communication at scale, but also challenges in terms of accuracy,
‘wrongness at scale’ or job market implications. It also ponders
implications for research on science communication, which has largely
neglected (generative) AI so far. It argues that scholars should analyze
public communication about AI as well as communication with AI, given its
‘increased agency’. Furthermore, scholars should analyze the impact of AI
on science communication itself and the larger science communication
ecosystem.
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The emergence of
ChatGPT and
generative AI

The novelty of ChatGPT is quickly and impressively demonstrated by the fact that I
don’t have to introduce it here — ChatGPT can do that itself: “I’m a large language
model (LLM) trained by OpenAI”, it responds when prompted, “designed to
answer questions, provide information, and engage in conversations on a wide
variety of topics” (ChatGPT based on GPT-3, Feb 26, 2023, prompt “Can you
introduce yourself in 2 sentences, please?”). The underlying GPT (for “Generative
Pre-trained Transformer”) is an autoregressive LLM that, combined with
ChatGPT’s dialogue functionality, provides original, human-like responses to user
prompts based on supervised and reinforcement learning techniques that involved
extensive digital training data as well as human feedback and response
evaluations. After its public launch on November 30, 2022, the chatbot’s first
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version (based on the GPT-3 model) reached a million users in less than a week and
100 million users by January 2023, arguably one of the fastest rollouts of any
technology in history.

ChatGPT has since become the poster child of a broader development: the rise of
generative AI that generates novel outputs based on training data. Generative AI
can translate text (like DeepL), create imagery (like DALL.E, Midjourney or Stable
Diffusion), imitate voices (like VALL-E) — or generate textual responses like
ChatGPT and its competitors like BARD, Anthropic Claude, AI Sydney or others that
will have come out until this essay is published (for an overview of the landscape
of large(r) generative AI companies see Mu [2023]).

Such tools have proliferated in recent months and are widely diagnosed to
fundamentally impact, even “disrupt” many realms of life [e.g. Johnson, 2022]: the
economy [Eloundou, Manning, Mishkin & Rock, 2023], programming [Peng,
Kalliamvakou, Cihon & Demirer, 2023], journalism [Pavlik, 2023], art [Eisikovits &
Stubbs, 2023], music [Nicolaou, 2023], sports [Goldberg, 2023] and other fields.

Generative AI will fundamentally influence academia and science as well. On the
one hand, it will likely impact all aspects of research, from identifying research
gaps and generating hypotheses based on literature reviews over data collection,
annotation or writing code all the way to summarising findings, writing them up
and presenting them visually [Stokel-Walker & Van Noorden, 2023]. Scholarly
abstracts and papers have already been co-produced with AI tools, and the status
of AI co-authors is discussed in the scientific community [e.g. Flanagin,
Bibbins-Domingo, Berkwits & Christiansen, 2023]. Concerns about an AI-powered,
exponential increase of the already challenging publish-or-perish problem in
scholarly publishing have risen along with fears of increasing and harder-to-detect
fraud [Curtis & ChatGPT, 2023; Thorp, 2023].

On the other hand, generative AI will impact teaching. It can generate syllabi for
classes and study programs, exam questions and evaluations for teachers [Gleason,
2022]. It can serve as a partner for students to further dialogical learning [Mollick,
2023d], structure their texts and summarise scholarly literature for them. Also, it
has already shown that it can pass exams and might be able to write homework
and theses, triggering an arms race with plagiarism detectors, but also urging
higher education institutions to reflect on the competencies and skills they should
teach in the first place [Barnett, 2023; Choi, Hickman, Monahan & Schwarcz, 2023].

Generative AI and
the practice of
science
communication

Apart from research and teaching — the first two “missions” of the academic
world — generative AI will also influence science communication, the “third
mission”. Science communication, conceptualised broadly, is a field of practice that
includes the public communication of individual scientists, the (often strategic)
communication of scientific organisations such as PR or marketing, science
journalism and other forms of science-related public communication [Davies &
Horst, 2016; Schäfer, Kristiansen & Bonfadelli, 2015]. Practitioners in the field
pursue different aims and models, with the “public understanding of science” and
dialogue models arguably the most prominent [Akin, 2017; Bucchi, 2008].

ChatGPT itself, when prompted, states that it will “have a significant impact” on
many aspects of this field by “providing a reliable and accessible source of
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information on a wide range of scientific topics” and helping “increase public
understanding of scientific concepts and discoveries”, by addressing “common
misconceptions and misinformation about science by providing accurate
information and sources” and building “trust in science”, and by fostering
“dialogue between scientists and the public by providing a platform for people to
ask questions and engage with scientific topics” (Figure 1).

Practitioners and scholars of science communication have also begun to reflect
upon the influence of generative AI on science communication practice, and they
seem to agree that it will be significant. As often with new technologies, and
notwithstanding the many current unknowns and uncertainties, the amplitude of
optimistic and pessimistic takes in this discussion is considerable and ranges from
positive to dystopian.

Optimists emphasise the enormous spectrum of possible applications for generative
AI in science communication. They point to its “potential to significantly
streamline and automate the process of generating content ideas” [Wesche, 2023]
and to its continuously improving translational ability: its capability for
summarising scholarly publications and findings [Gravel, D’Amours-Gravel &
Osmanlliu, n.d.] and “explaining complicated issues simply” [Hegelbach, 2023, cf.
Figure 1]. This can be utilised by science communicators to write news articles,
social media posts or media releases, generate slogans and headlines for
communication campaigns, translate scientific content into Wikipedia entries etc.
Academic and scientific organisations are already pondering the use of generative
AI in their communication and outreach efforts [Myklebust, 2023] and media and
blog articles describe how practitioners are beginning to use generative AI to
generate texts [e.g. Broader Impacts Productions, 2023].

And while ChatGPT, currently, answers in written text only, a move towards
multimodality seems to be coming soon via VisualChatGPT [Koch & Hahn, 2023].
Already, savvy users have shown that generative AI can provide multimodal
replies such as emojis, illustrations and infographics, spoken language and even
videos [e.g. synthesia, 2023, see Figure 1], when different tools are blended.
Generative AI has even been shown to produce games [e.g. Nash, 2023], which
would allow for tailor-made gamification in science communication even for users
without advanced programming skills.

Others have emphasised the usefulness of generative AI from a user perspective.
After all, it gives users interested in science-related topics immediate responses on
specific questions [iTechnoLabs, 2023]. It allows them to scale the linguistic
complexity, terminology and overall comprehensibility up and down according to
their own subjective needs, to ask repeated and even seemingly ‘dumb’ questions
[Angelis et al., 2023]. It enables them to utilise the turn-taking characteristic of tools
like ChatGPT to enter into an actual conversation, and to inquire about aspects of
the answer they did not entirely understand until they receive responses they find
fully satisfactory [cf. Goedecke, Koester & ChatGPT, 2023]. In principle, therefore,
generative AI can provide dialogical science communication at scale, and herein
lies a tantalising potential for broadening, even democratising dialogical science
communication that was, so far, often limited to small groups or users with a prior
affinity for science.
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Figure 1. Top left: ChatGPT (based on GPT-3) reply from February 26, 2023 on the prompt
“How can ChatGPT impact science communication?” — Bottom left: Bing AI reply to a
request to identify weaknesses in a scholarly paper that a reviewer might notice, present
quotes illustrating these weaknesses and suggestions for how to improve them [Mollick,
2023a] — Right: ChatGPT (based on GPT-4) using emoji to summarise the work of famous
social theorists [Mollick, 2023b].

The potential of generative AI for the practice of science communication is already
considerable. And it will undoubtedly broaden further as new tools emerge, users
discover their full spectrum of options, and as different tools are blended into one
another (which has started with the inclusion of plugins into ChatGPT, e.g. Barsee
[2023]). In addition, available tools will become easier to use and integrated more
naturally into established software environments like search engines (a step that
Bing or you.com are already taking) or operating systems.
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Pessimists, on other hand, identified a number of, partly substantial, challenges.
Response accuracy — how accurate ChatGPT’s responses are from a scientific
standpoint — was the first one. It was discussed immediately after ChatGPT went
public, partly because the launch of Meta’s Galactica LLM that was specifically
trained on scientific texts had failed only weeks before due to accuracy problems
[Heaven, 2022]. Accordingly, it was repeatedly pointed out that ChatGPT was a
“stochastic parrot” [Doctorow, 2023; Sarraju et al., 2023] that merely approximated
the content of its replies according to its training data without a deeper
understanding of such content, that this approximation also applied to numbers
and references which often ended up being wrong or fictitious, and that therefore,
ChatGPT had pronounced weaknesses in an area crucial for science
communication. Fittingly, early studies showed that ChatGPT replies were often of
“limited quality” [Gravel et al., n.d.] from a scientific standpoint. But considerable
improvements in these respects are already visible across the variants of GPT —
e.g. from GPT-3 to the GPT-4 version that Microsoft’s search engine Bing uses —
and “many of the things we thought AI would be bad at for a while (complex
integration of data sources, "learning" and improving by being told to look online
for examples, seemingly creative suggestions based on research, etc.) are already
possible” [Mollick, 2023c]. In addition, tools like Perplexity.AI try to combine GPT
with Google Scholar to provide replies that are better grounded in scientific
evidence [Shabanov, 2023] and might eventually even help fact-checking [Hoes,
Altay & Bermeo, 2023]. Still, practitioners should remain wary of the limitations of
generative AI, which may be due to specifics of its training data (which in the case
of GPT-3 famously ended in 2021, for example, and which in the case of other
machine-learning tools often displayed pronounced biases, cf. Kordzadeh and
Ghasemaghaei [2021]), its fundamental working principles or its output modalities.

Others are concerned about an “AI-driven infodemic” due to the “ability of LLMs
to rapidly produce vast amounts of text” [Angelis et al., 2023, p. 1]. Generative AI
might lead to a flood of information and a “pollution of our knowledge pool”
[Nerlich, 2023] in which users — and, paradoxically, even the AI tools they might
ask for help in the future — may have difficulty finding reliable information about
science. Reliable content might be drowned in a sea of approximated, mediocre
information [Haven, 2022], and the addition of mis- or disinformation to this
information environment could even exacerbate this. Generative AI itself could
become a powerful driver of such mis- and disinformation, and attempts to
“jailbreak” ChatGPT have already shown that some users will find ways to bypass
built-in restrictions [e.g. King, 2023]. Generative AI could then produce
“wrongness at scale”, as it “can get more wrong, faster — and with greater
apparent certitude and less transparency — than any innovation in recent
memory” [Ulken, 2022]. And a “potential convergence of knowledge fabrication,
fake science and knowledge dilution” [Nerlich, 2023] would be particularly
problematic in a communication ecosystem where antagonistic positions towards
science are prominent and have risen in importance [e.g. Mede & Schäfer, 2020;
Rutjens, Heine, Sutton & van Harreveld, 2018].

Furthermore, generative AI has raised concerns about job security in many sectors,
with early studies showing that AI tools could make “about 15% of all worker tasks
in the US [. . . ] significantly faster at the same level of quality[, and when]
incorporating software and tooling built on top of LLMs, this share increases to
between 47 and 56%” [Eloundou et al., 2023, p. 1]. The potential to hand over
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certain writing, visualising or even programming tasks to generative AI coupled
with the problematic financial situation of scientific and higher education
institutions in some countries [Estermann, Bennetot Pruvot, Kupriyanova &
Stoyanova, 2020] and the economic crisis of science journalism in many countries
[Schäfer, 2017] could result in considerable challenges for science communication
practitioners.

Generative AI and
research on
science
communication

Given that our field researches communication about science, AI as a key
technology and important field of scientific development is strikingly
under-researched. A simple database search illustrates this: when searching the
Scopus database for scholarly publications mentioning both “science
communication” and “artificial intelligence” (i.e., not even limiting the search to
generative AI), only a handful of hits appear, and those stem almost exclusively
from the past few years (Figure 2). This is true when searching the entire database,
and for searches in the humanities and social sciences as well. It is also true when
applying a similar search to the three most influential journals in the field of
science communication, “JCOM”, “Public Understanding of Science” and “Science
Communication”. And it was further underlined in my research for this essay:
While many media articles, social media posts etc. discuss the impact of ChatGPT,
generative AI and AI on other fields including scholarly publishing and the
scientific process more broadly, articles on its role in science communication are
still relatively scarce.

Given the importance of generative AI, its exponential growth and its potential
impact on our field itself, we as science communication researchers urgently need
to remedy this: We need a research push assessing the nexus between (generative)
AI and science communication. Four avenues could and should be pursued by
such research.

First, scholars should analyse public communication about AI. Generative AI, and AI
more broadly, are major scientific and technological issues that have become
popular topics of public debate as well and, thus, natural objects for research on
science communication. This research strand would treat AI similar to other objects
of science communication research and, in doing so, could apply the full range of
the respective analytical perspectives:

– On the production side, researchers should analyse how scholars, scientific
organisations and institutions of higher education, tech companies,
stakeholders, regulators, journalists, NGOs and others communicate about
(generative) AI, what perspectives, frames and imaginaries they promote,
and what strategies they employ to position them prominently in which
public arenas. Some scholars have done that already, but without focusing on
generative AI specifically or connecting it to science communication, and
with a clear slant towards corporate communicators in Anglophone countries
[for an overview Richter, Katzenbach & Schäfer, 2023].

– Scholars should also analyse how public communication about generative AI
in legacy media, social media, public imagery, fictional accounts and
elsewhere looks like. Only few researchers have done that with regards to AI
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Figure 2. Left: Annual number of articles in the Scopus database mentioning “science com-
munication” (grey) and “’science communication’ and ‘artificial intelligence”’ (red) in the
headline, keywords or abstract. Right: Annual number of articles in three scholarly journals
that focus on science communication (grey) and number of those articles that mention “ar-
tificial intelligence” in the headline, keywords or abstract∗ (red).
∗ The Scopus search included the following document types: “Article”, “Book chapter”,
“Editorial”, “Conference Paper”, “Book”, “Letter” and “Note”. The first search included
the entire database, the second only the subject areas “Social Sciences”, “Psychology”, “Arts
and Humanities”, “Business, Management and Accounting” and “Economics, Econometrics
and Finance", and the third only the subject area “Social Sciences”. The search was conduc-
ted in February of 2023.
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in general, and analyses of generative AI are lacking [for an overview Brause,
Zeng, Schäfer & Katzenbach, 2023].

– Furthermore, researchers should analyse how non-experts, stakeholders,
regulators etc. use and make sense of (generative) AI-related content: Where
do they get information about AI, which sources do they use, how do they
evaluate them and how does this communication affect their knowledge
about, attitudes towards and use of (generative) AI? [cf. Schäfer & Metag,
2021].

But, second, generative AI also differs from other objects of science communication
research in that the technology itself has “increased agency” as a form of
“communicative AI” (Guzman and Lewis [2019, p. 79] some scholars have even
posited that GPT-4 contains “sparks of artificial general intelligence”, Bubeck et al.
[2023]). Therefore, scholars should also analyse user interactions with ChatGPT
and Co., i.e. communication with AI.

– In order to do so, on the one hand, scholars have to better understand how
generative AI works — which is often a challenge, however. To use ChatGPT
as an example: While the company behind the chatbot, OpenAI, has laid out
how the chatbot was designed and trained in general, specifics remain
opaque and information about the training data and algorithms are
proprietary — which creates the typical black box that encapsulates and
hides many aspects of crucial technologies in digital and datafied societies,
from search engine algorithms over recommender systems to the specifics of
content moderation [Seaver, 2019]. This black box severely hampers the
ability of science communication (and other) scholars to judge generative AI,
its potentials, but also its potential biases. While approaches such as reverse
engineering — which attempt to understand a process or model by
systematically analysing input and output data around the black box
inbetween — are limited, they are still urgently needed for lack of better
alternatives.

– On the other hand, scholars should analyse generative AI as an agent in
science communication. How people interact with generative AI, how it
responds and what the results of these interactions are on both sides are some
of the most interesting research questions of the near future
[Lermann Henestrosa & Kimmerle, 2022]. A first such study by Chen, Shao,
Burapacheep and Li [2022], for example, analysed approximately 20,000
dialogues between GPT-3 and 3290 individuals on climate change and Black
Lives Matters. It found, among other things, that the chatbot responded
differently to climate change deniers compared to other groups, providing
them with more research results and external links, but also using more
negative and emotional language towards them. It is important to reconstruct
interactions like these, their causes as well as their effects on human users
and generative AI tools themselves [cf. Neff & Nagy, 2016].

The third avenue of research should scrutinise the impact of generative AI on science
communication and its foundations. Again, this has (at least) two facets:
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– On the one hand, scholars should analyse how generative AI impacts
communication about a whole range of scientific issues. Given that
autoregressive LLMs rely on training data, that characteristics of this training
data influence how LLMs work, but that such training data may not be
similarly available and equally well structured for different scholarly fields, it
would be interesting to know whether certain fields lend themselves more
easily to science communication via generative AI. Are there differences
between STEM fields, the social and behavioral sciences and the arts, e.g.? Do
fields have an advantage for which clear, state-of-the-art summaries are
publicly available, like climate science with the regular assessment reports of
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)? Do large and/or
mainstream research fields differ from niche fields and (esp. given that
GPT-3’s training data was not entirely up to date at the time of its launch) do
older differ from more recent fields?

– On the other hand, researchers should assess if and how generative AI affects
and potentially changes the broader science communication ecosystem. This
involves analysing whether the abovementioned promises and pitfalls of
practical science communication are empirically true: How widely will the
technology be used to assist and supplant science communication efforts, is it
used across modalities, and to what degree can it democratise dialogical
science communication? And in turn, how accurate is AI-generated content,
how much misinformation does it contain, and does it really produce
“wrongness at scale”? But it also involves questions about power relations
between communicators, and their potential shifts: Will generative AI enable
smaller, less influential communicators to close the gap to bigger ones
because the tools are available to everybody, or will powerful communicators
be able to use them in order to further fortify their position? And similar to
“digital divides” [Hargittai & Hsieh, 2013] surrounding the rise of online and
social media communication, generative AI will likely also result in divides
among users. There could be “first-level” divides in terms of access, as
generative AI might not be available to, or too expensive for, some users.
There could also be “second-level” divides in terms of differing literacy and
skill in dealing with the technology: Some users might be skilled enough to
use generative AI more fruitfully than others — a crucial divide because “to
be valuable, ChatGPT needs a very discerning user” [From The Lab Bench,
2023]. But this ability is likely unevenly distributed in the population, and
might result in widening gaps between those who can use generative AI to
their advantage, and those who are less able to do so.

Fourth, the emergence of generative AI is a conceptual and theoretical challenge.
After all, “artificial intelligence (AI) and people’s interactions with it [. . . ] do not fit
neatly into paradigms of communication theory that have long focused on human
— human communication” [Guzman & Lewis, 2019, p. 70]. For example, the
abovementioned distinction between mis- and disinformation is often made
depending on the (alleged) intention of the communicator: Misinformation is then
seen as wrong information unintentionally communicated, while disinformation is
seen as wrong information deliberately passed on [Wardle, 2018]. But distinctions
like these are more difficult to uphold when generative AI is involved. Conceptual
work and theory-building are needed here, drawing on fields like
Human-Machine-Communication [Guzman, 2018] and social-constructivist
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approaches like Science and Technology Studies or Actor-Network-Theory. With its
interdisciplinary tradition, research on science communication should be well
positioned to contribute in this respect [cf. Greussing, Taddicken & Baram-Tsabari,
2022].

Bigger lessons
and the road
ahead

These arguments underline that generative AI — including but going considerably
beyond ChatGPT — is of utmost importance for the practice of and research on
science communication. And although even the short-term ramifications of
generative AI for science communication are still largely unclear (not to speak of its
mid- and long-term implications), practitioners and scholars should take the
technology seriously, assess it critically, embrace its opportunities, but also tackle
its challenges.

This is all the more urgent as generative AI, and AI more broadly, have not yet
been core issues of the science communication community. This should, and likely
will, change, as the community has demonstrated its ability to adapt quickly to
upcoming issues such as the COVID-19 pandemic in the past.

A general point to be learned from the meteoric rise of generative AI, is that we
should all be continuously on the lookout for emerging socio-technical innovations
that may impact (science) communication [Schäfer & Wessler, 2020; cf. Rahwan
et al., 2019]. The rise of online communication, the emergence of social media,
algorithmic curation and recommendation, the growth of short video platforms,
the turn towards instant messengers etc. have all changed (science) communication
considerably in recent years, and new developments are certain to come. For
practitioners and scholars interested in science communication (as well as in other
fields), it is important to keep abreast of technological development and reflect its
implications for their field(s).

A second point to remember is that technological development can be influenced.
Social Construction of Technology [Bijker, 2009] and related approaches have
demonstrated that not only technological capabilities, but also societal,
sociocultural and sociopolitical factors influence the trajectory of technologies.
How technologies such as generative AI are used, how broadly, by whom, and in
what ways, is of enormous importance for their development and impact on
society. And this use can be influenced: One example are deliberate attempts to
identify the values and potential biases inscribed into AI and to transform them in
constructive ways — attempts that interventionist schools like “Values in Design”
[Manders-Huits, 2011] have proposed and where science communication practice
and research may well find their own place. Another example are debates about
the normative, ethical and regulatory foundations of generative AI that are already
going on, as current calls for a voluntary moratorium in AI development [Knight &
Dave, 2023] and the ban of ChatGPT in Italy [Satariano, 2023] show.

Such attempts to critically assess generative AI and to limit its problems while
making use of its potentials are crucial. This is especially true in a situation where
a(nother) core technology of contemporary society seems to move quickly into the
hands of a few Western corporations [Murgia, 2023] — a situation familiar from the
early days of contemporary digital, datafied, platformed societies. These societies
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will now be heavily influenced by (generative) AI, and science communication
research and practice can and should play an important role in its development.
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